Life at The Top – Chapter 1529
The Wall Street capitalists, led by Quantum Fund, changed tactics and launched a
fierce attack on several other stocks.

Meanwhile, these few stocks that were facing fierce attacks were, to no one’s surprise,
all the heavy industries that the center in Waterhoof City was responsible for.

At this moment, Quantum Fund finally bared its fierce fangs as the world’s top hedge
fund.

“Mr. Laine, bad news!”

Baz, who was in charge of observing the movements of Quantum Fund, spotted the
abnormal situation immediately.

Jasper rushed behind Baz quickly and before Baz could explain, he saw the data
displayed on the screen.

“Quantum Fund suddenly attacked these stocks frantically. In just 2 minutes, the trading
volume of these stocks tripled, and the price was directly cut by 8%.”

Jasper stared at the trading data of these stocks. Suddenly, he said, “These stocks are
the ones the center in Waterhoof City is responsible for. Get me all the data of all the
stocks that the center in Waterhoof City is responsible for.”

Baz clicked his keyboard immediately.

In less than ten seconds, more than 20 stocks were mobilized.

“Um…”

Baz looked at the board of more than 20 stocks. He felt that his scalp tingling.

“This is an all out attack launched by Quantum Fund.”

Jake’s solemn voice could be heard from one side.

He handed over a piece of data to Jasper and said in a deep voice, “Based on the
current situation, Quantum Fund seems to have their eyes on the stocks that the center
in Waterhoof City is responsible for. They’ve concentrated their firepower and have
begun to attack. At this moment, the Waterhoof City base is facing a loss of at least
around 1 billion US Dollars.”

Jasper’s face was as still as tepid water.

The sudden tense situation in front of him made him feel as if he had returned to the
scene when he faced Rogers in the Harbor City stock market. The pressure right now
was huge. Moreover, attacks were coming from everywhere.

This was Roger’s most noticeable personal characteristic.

He was like a mad dog. Once he started to attack, he would launch a full-scale
indiscriminate attack without mercy. This offensive method screamed Rogers. The
biggest trait was that once it started, it would put great pressure on the enemy.

It was as if they were in a field of reeds and Rogers was just starting fires everywhere,
leaving the people who wanted to fight the fire clueless, not knowing where to start.

Jake murmured, “It’s such a fierce attack. We seriously can’t underestimate Quantum
Fund.”

Baz looked up at Jasper and asked, “What are we going to do now?”

“It’s a little tricky.”

Jasper frowned and did not look happy.

This pressure was not the biggest problem right now because both he and Quantum
Fund knew that this was far from the time to lay their cards on the table. However, he
was worried that a certain someone might not be able to handle the situation.

“Mr. Laine, a call from the center in Waterhoof City,” Jake said in a deep voice.

“Of course,” Jasper grunted and took the phone.

“This is Jasper.”

